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n. The period eye 


I. AN OBJECT reflects a pattern of light on to the eye. The light 
enters the eye through the pupil, is gathered by the lens, and 
thrown on the screen at the back of the eye, the retina. On the 
retina is a network of nerve fibres which pass the light through a 
system ofcells to several millions of receptors, the cones. The cones 
are sensitive both to light and to colour, and they respond by 
carrying information about light and colour to the brain. 

It is at this point that human equipment for visual perception 
ceases to be uniform, from one man to the next. The brain must 
interpret the raw data about light and colour that it receives 
from the cones and it does this with innate skills and those 
developed out of experience. It tries out relevant items from its 
stock of patterns, categories, habits of inference and analogy
'round', 'grey', 'smooth', 'pebble' would be verbalized examples 
-and these lend the fantastically complex ocular data a structure 
and therefore a meaning. This is done at the cost of a certain 
simplification and distortion: the relative aptness of the category 
'round' overlays a more complex reality. But each of us has had 
different experience, and so each of us has slightly different . 
knowledge and skills of interpretation. Everyone, in fact, pro
cesses the data from the eye with different equipment. In practice 
these differences are quite small, since most experience is common 
to us all: we all recognize our own species and its limbs, judge 
distance and elevation, infer and assess movement, and many 
other things. Yet in some circumstances the otherwise marginal 
differences between one man and another can take on a curious 
prominence. 

Suppose a man is shown the configuration in plate 13, a 
configuration that can be apprehended in various ways. One 
way would be primarily as a round thing with a pair' of elongated 
L-shaped projections on each side. Another way would be 
primarily as a circular form superimposed on a broken rect
angular form. There are many other ways of perceiving it as well. 
That which we tend toward will depend on many things
particularly on the context of the configuration, which is sup
pressed here for the moment-but not least on the interpreting 
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skills one happens to possess, the categories, the model patterns 
and the habits of inferefIce and analogy; in short, what we may 
call one's COl;nitive style. Suppose the man looking at plate 13 is 
well equipped with patterns and concepts of shape like those in 
plate 14 and is practised in using them. (In fact, most of the 
people plate 13 was originally made for were proud of being so 
equipped.) This man will be disposed to the second of the ways 
of perceiving the configuration. He will be less likely to see it just 
as a round thing with projections, and more likely to see it 
primarily as a circle superimposed on a rectangle: he possess'es 
these categories and is practised at distinguishing such patterns 
in complicated shapes. To this extent he will see plate 13 differ
ently from a man without resources of this kind. 

Let us now add a context to plate 13. It occurs in a description 
of the Holy Land printed in Milan in 1481 and it has the caption: 
'Questo e la forma del sancto sepulchro de meser iesu christo.' 
(This is the shape of the Holy Sepulchre of Our Lord Jesus 
Christ). The context adds two particularly important factors to 
the perception of the configuration. First, one now knows that 
it has been made with the purpose of representing something: 
the man looking at it refers to his experience of representational 
conventions and is likely to decide that it belongs to the ground
plan convention-lines representing the course walls would follow 
on the ground if one were looking vertically down at a structure. 
The groundplan is a relatively abstract and analytical convention 
for representing things, and unless it is within his culture-as it 
is within ours-the man may be puzzled as to how to interpret 
the figure. Second, one has been cued to the fact that prior 
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14. Euclid. Elementa .eeometTlae (Venice, 1482). p. 2 r. Woodcut. 

experience of buildings is relevant here, and one will make 
inferences accordingly. A man used to fifteenth-century Italian 
architecture might well in!er .that the circle is a circular building, 
with a cupola perhaps, and that the rectangular wings are halls. 
But a fifteenth-century Chinese, once he had learned the ground
plan convention, might infer a circular central court on the 
lines of the new Temple of Heaven at Peking. 

So here are three variable and indeed culturally relative kinds 
of thing the mind brings to interpreting the pattern of light 
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plate 13 casts on the retina: a stock of patterns, categories and 
methods of inference; training in a range of representational 
conventions; and experience, drawn from the environment, in 
what are plausible ways of visualizing what we have incomplete 
information about. In practice they do not work serially, as they 
are described here, but together; the process is indescribably 
complex and still obscure in its physiological detail. 

2. All this may seem very distant from the way we look at a 
picture, but it is not. Plate 15 is the representation of a river and 
at least two distinct representational conventions are being used 
in it. The mermaids and the miniature landscape on the left are 
represented by lines indicating the contours of forms, and the 
point of view is from a slightly upward angle. The course of the 
river and the dynamics of its flow are registered diagrammatically 
and geometrically, and the point of view is from vertically above. 
A linear ripple convention on the water surface mediates between 
one style of representation and the other. The first convention is 
more immediately related to what we see, where the second is 
more abstract and conceptualized-and to us now rather un
familiar-but they both involve a skill and a willingness to 
interpret marks on paper as representations simpHfying an aspect 
of reality within accepted rules: we do not see a tree as a white 
plane surface circumscribed by black lines. Yet the tree is only 
a crude version of what one has in a picture, and the variable 
pressures on perception, the cognitive style, also operate on 
anyone's perception of a painting. 

We will take Piero della Francesca's Annunciation fresco at 
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Arezzo (Colour Plate I) as an example. In the first place, under
standing the picture depends on acknowledging a representational 
convention, of which the central part is that a man is 
pigments on a two-dimensional ground in order to 
something that is three-dimensional: one must enter into 

of the game, which is not the groundplan game but some
Boccaccio described very well: 

The painter exerts himself to make any figure he paints-actually 
a) little colour applied with skill to a panel-similar in its action to a 
figure which is the product of Nature and naturally has that action: so 
that it can deceive the eyes of the beholder, either partly or completely, 
making itself be taken for what it really is not. 

In fact, since our vision is stereoscopic, one is not normally long 
deceived by such a picture to the point of completely supposing 
it real. Leonardo da Vinci pointed this out: 

It is not possible for a painting, even if it is done with the greatest 
perfection of outline, shadow, light and colour, to appear in the same 
relief as the natural model, unless that natural model were looked at 
from a great distance and with only one eye. 

He adds a drawing (plate 16) to demonstrate why this is so: 
A and B are our eyes, C the object seen, E-F behind it, 
D-G the area screened by a painted object, but real life seen. 
But the convention was that the painter made his flat surface 
very suggestive of a three-dimensional world and was 
credit for doing so. Looking at such representations was a 
fifteenth-century Italian institution, and involved in the institu
tion were certain expectations; these varied according to the 

16. After Leonardo da Vinci. 
Stereoscopic vision. From I.ibm di 
pittura, Vatican Library, MS. Urb. 
lat. 1270, rol. 155 v. E 
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placing of the pic ture--church or salone- but one expectation 
\\ as constant: t he beholder expected skill, as we have seen , Quite 
\\ hat sort of ~kill he expectt·d will OCCUPy llS presently, but the 
poim to be noticed no\\' is that a fifteenth-cemury man looking 
at a picture was curiously on his mett le. He was aware that the 
good picture embodied skill and he was frequently assured that 
it was the part of the culti\'ated behokkr to make discrimillation
about thaI skill, and sometimes even to do so verball) . T he most 
popular fifteenth-century treatJ~e on education, for example, 
Pier Paolo Vergerio\ 011 71obl, IJthalllllur of q04. reminded him : 
'The beaut) and grace of objects, both natural ones and those 
made by man 's art, are thing5 it is proper for men of distinction 
to be able to discll ss with each other and appreciate.' Looking 
at Piero's paiming, a man witlt intellectual self-respect was in no 
posi tion to remain quite passive; he was obliged to discriminate. 

This brings us to the second point, which is that the picturc is 
sensitive to the kinds of interpretative ski 11- pallerns, ca tegories, 
inferences, ana logies the mind 13rings to it. A man's capacity to 
disti nguish a certain kind of form or rela ti onship of forms will 
have consequences fo r the a ll en ti on with which he addresses a 
picture . For instance. ir he is skilled in noting proponional 
relationsh ips. or if he is practiced in red ucing complex forms to 
compounds of sim ple forms, or if he has a rich set of categories 
for different kinds of red and brown, these ski lls may well lead 
him to order his experience of Piero delJa Francesca;s Annuncia
tion d ifferently from people without these skills. and m uch more 
sharply than people whose experience has not gi\"en them many 
skills relevan t to the picturt'. For it is clear that some percept ual 
skills are more relevant to anyone picture t han others: a virtuosity 
in classifying the ductus of fl exing lines-a skill many Germans, 
for instance, possessed in this period-or a functional knowledge 
of the surface muscula tu re of the human body wou ld not find 
much scope on the Annullciation. Much of" what we call 'taste' li es 
in this, th e conformity between d iscriminations demanded by 
a painting and skills of discrimination possessed by the beholdl'r. 
We enjoy our own exercise of skill, and we particularly enjoy the 
playful exercise of skills which we use in norm al life very earnestly. 
If a painting gives us opportunity for exercising a valued skill 
and rewards our virtuosity with a sense of worthwhile insights 
about that paintin!;'s organiza tion, \'\; e tend 10 enjoy it : it is to 
our taste::, The negative of this is the man without the sorts of 
skill in terms of which the painting is ordered : a German cal
ligrapher ronfronted by a Piero della Francesca, perhaps. 

3 · ~ 

Thirdly again . one brir~ tro the picturt' a mass of information 
and assumptions drawn I'\.n general cxpc· rit·nce. Our uwn cul
ture is close enou~h to th&.uatt roccnw fill' llS to take a lot o/" the 
~ame things for granted .J not to have a strong sense uf mis
understanding the pictum: we are doser to the Quattroccllto 
mind than to the B\'Za r;J~e, for instance. This can make it 
difficult to realize ho~ m h of our comprehension depends on 
what we bring to the picI1W(" To take two contrasting kinds of 
such kno\\ It'dgt' , if one c, lei remove from one's perception of 
Piero della Francesca's .+,mciatioll both (a) the aswmption that 
the building units arc likr to be rectangular and regular, and 
(b) knowledge of the Anrnciation story, one would have diffi
culty in maklllg it out. f . the first, in spite of Piero's rigorous 
perspective construction-:tstlf a mode of representation the 
fifteenth-century Chmesc ould have had problems with- the 
logic of the picturt, depcr" heavily on our assumption thal the 
loggia project~ al a right J,~le from the nack walJ: suppress this 
assumption a nd one i ~ thr vn into uncertainty about thr whole 
spatial layou t of the seen .. Perhaps the loggia is shal lower than 
onc thought, its ceiling ~ :' pinl:{ down backwards and its corner 
thrusting out toward~ thf rft in an acute angle, then the tiles of 
the pavement will be 102'i;):(es. not oblongs . . . and so on . A 
clearer case : remove lh assumption of ff'gularit) and rect
angularit~ from the lor~xj 3;rchitecture of Domenico Vencl.iano'~ 
.1nnU/uil1litll' {plate 17. l i)~e to tak\> Ii}f granlcc1 l' ither that the 

17. n UIJIIlli .." \ ·" l lI"/i ,IIII '. '1/11 .~ullljali"" ,IlJuu l 1+-1 .'/ . C"mbrid"r, ("ill" illiilllI 
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walls of the courtyard meet at right angles or that the fore
shortened rows of columns are spaced at the same intervals as the 
row seen face on-and the picture space abruptly telescopes into 
a shallow little area. 

Regarding knowledge of the story, if one did not know about 
the Annunciation it would be difficult to know quite what was 
happening in Piero's painting; as a critic once pointed out, if all 
Christian knowledge were lost, a person could well suppose that 
both figures, the Angel Gabriel and Mary, were directing some 
sort of devout attention to the column. This does not mean that 
Piero was telling his story badly; it means he could depend on 
the beholder to recognize the Annunciation subject promptly 
enough for him to accent, vary and adjust it in rather advanced 
ways. In this case, Mary's stance frontal to us serves various 
purposes: first, it is a device Piero uses to induce participation 
the beholder; second, it counters on this occasion the fact that 
its position in the chapel at Arezzo causes the beholder to see the 
fresco rather from the right; third, it helps to register a particular 
moment in Mary'S story, a moment of reserve towards the Angel 
previous to her final submission to her destiny. For fifteenth
century people differentiated more sharply than us between 
successive stages of the Annunciation, and the sort of nuance we 
now miss in Quattrocento representations of the Annunciation 
is one of the things that will have to engage us later. 

3- Renaissance people were, as has been said, on their mettle 
before a picture, because of an expectation that cultivated people 
should be able to make discriminations about the interest of 
pictures. These very often took the form of a preoccupation with 
the painter's skill, and we h,ave seen too that this preoccupation 
was something firmly anchored in certain economic and intel
lectual conventions and assumptions. But the only practical way 
of publicly making discriminations is verbally: the Renaissance 
beholder was a man under some pressure to have words that 
fitted the interest of the object. The occasion might be one when 
actual enunciation of words was appropriate, or it might be one 
when internal possession of suitable categories assured him of his 
own competence in relation to the picture. In any event, at some 
fairly high level of consciousness the Renaissance man was one 
who matched concepts with pictorial style. 

This is one of the things that makes the kind of culturally 
relative pressures on perception we have been discussing so very 
important for Renaissance perception of pictures. In our own 
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culture there is a class of over-cultivated person who, though he is 
not a painter himself, has learned quite an extensive range of 
specialized categories of pictorial interest, a set of words and 
concepts specific to the quality of paintings: he can talk of 
'tactile values', or of 'diversified images'. In the fifteenth century 
there were some such people, but they had relatively few special 
concepts, if only because there was then such a small literature 
of art. Most of the people the painter catered for had half-a
dozen or so such categories for the quality of pictures-'fore
shortening', 'ultramarine at two florins an ounce', 'drapery' 
perhaps, and a few others we shall be meeting-and then were 
thrown back on their more general resources. 

Like most of us now, his real training in consciously precise 
and complex visual assessment of objects, 'both natural ones and 
those made by man's art', was not on paintings but on things 
more immediate to his well-being and social survival: 

The beauty of the horse is to be recognized above all in its having a body 
so broad and long that its members correspond in a regular fashion with 
its breadth and length (plates 18-19). The head of the horse should be 
proportionately slender, thin and long. The mouth wide and 
cut; the nostrils broad and distended. The eyes should not be hollowed 
nor deeply recessed; the ears should be small and carried like spears; the 
neck long and rather slender towards the head, the jaw quite slender and 
thin, the mane sparse and straight. The chest should be broad and 
fairly round, the thighs not tapering but rather straight and even, the 
croup short and quite flat, the loins round and rather thick,-the ribs and 
other like parts also thick, the haunches long and even, the crupper long 
and wide.... The horse should be taller before than behind, to the same 
degree a deer is, and should carry its head high, and the thickness of its 
neck should be proportionable with its chest. Anyone who wants to be 
a judge of horses' beauty must consider all the parts of the horse dis
cussed above as parts related in proportion to the height and breadth of 
the horse .... 

But there is a distinction to be made between the general run of 
visual skills and a preferred class of skills specially relevant to the 
perception of works of art. The skills weare most aware of are 
not the ones we have absorbed like everyone else in infancy, but 
those we have learned formally, with conscious effort: those 
which we have been taught. And here in turn there is a cor
relation with skills that can be talked about. Taught skills com
monly have rules and categories, a terminology and stated 
standards, which are the medium through which they are teach
able. These two things-the confidence in a relatively advanced 
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works of an \\ as Impor lant to till' arti~t-tlw patronizing- classes, 
one migh t ~ay. 1 n effect this means ra ther a \mall pr()poT\ IOn or 
the population : mercantile a nd profeSSIOnal mrn, aClil1~ as 
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members of (onfralernilie~ or as individuab, princes and their 
courtiers . the senior memhers of religious houses. The peasants 
and the urban poor playa very small part in the Renaissance 
culture that most interem u~ now, which rna) be deplorable hut 
is a faCl lhat must be accep ted . Yet among the patronizing 

lasses there were variations, not just the inevitable va riation 
from maIl to man, but variation hy groups. So a certa in proicssion, 
for instance, l ead~ a man to discriminate particularly efficiently 
in identifiable areas. Fifteenth-cemury medicine trained a 
physician to obsrrve the relations of member to member or the 
human body as a means to diagnosis, and a doctor was a lert and 
equipped to notice mallers of proportion in painting too. But 
while it is clear that among the painter's public Ihere were many 
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and \alued skill, and the availabil ity of'verba l reSOurces assoc i
a led with them- make such ski IJs particularh s u~n'plible tn 
transfer in situaLiom \uch al> tha t of a man in front of a pillUre. 

This raises a problem. We have been moving towards a notion 
of a Quallrocento c;ognilive st) Ie. By th is one would mean th 
equipmen t that the fIftecnlh -centUl) painter's public bruught tn 
complex visua l stimulations like pictures. One IS talking not almul 
ali Ii flcenth -cen tury people, bu t a bou t I hose whose respons(' I 



subgroups with special visual skills and habits-the painters 
themselves were one such subgroup--this book will be con
cerned with more generally accessible styles of discrimination. 
A Quattrocento man handled affairs, went to church, led a social 
life; from all of these activities he acquired skills relevant to his 
observation of painting. It is true that one man would be stronger 
on business skills, another on pious skills, another on polite skills; 
but every man had something of each of these, whatever the 
individual balance, and it is the highest common factor of skill 
in his public that the painter consistently catered for. 

To sum up: some of the mental equipment a man orders his 
visual experience with is variable, and much of this variable 
equipment is culturally relative, in the sense of being determined 
by the society which has influenced his experience. Among these 
variables are categories with which he classifies his visual stimuli, 
the knowledge he will use to supplement what his immediate 
vision gives him, and the attitude he will adopt to the kind of 
artificial object seen. The beholder must use on the painting such 
visual skills as he has, very few of which are normally special to 
painting, and he is likely to use those skills his society esteems 
highly. The painter responds to this; his public's visual capacity 
must be his medium. Whatever his own specialized professional 
skills, he is himself a member of the society he works for and 
shares its visual experience and habit. 

We are concerned here with Quattrocento cognitive style as it 
relates to Quattrocento pictorial style. This chapter must now 
exemplify the kinds of visual skill a Quattrocento person was 
distinctively equipped with, and try to show how these were 
relevant to painting. 

4. Most fifteenth-century pictures are religious pictures. This is 
self-evident, in one sense, but 'religious pictures' refers to more 
than just a certain range of subject matter; it means that the 
pictures existed to meet institutional ends, to help with specific 
intellectual and spiritual activities. It also means that the pictures 
came within the jurisdiction of a mature body of ecclesiastical 
theory about images. There is no sign of the more academic 
elaborations of this theory being active in many people's minds 
during the fifteenth century, though they were quite often re
hearsed by the theologians, but a few of the basic principles still 
set standards for the pictures much more real for the public mind 
than some of the artistic theory we make so much of now. 

What was the religious function of religious pictures? In the 
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Church's view the purpose of images was threefold. John of 
Genoa's late thirteenth-century Catholicon, still a standard dic
tionary of the period, summarized them in this way: 

Know that there were three reasons for the institution of images in 
churches. First, for the instruction of simple people, because they are 
instructed by them as if by books. Second, so that the mystery of the in
carnation and the examples of the Saints may be the more active in our 
memory through being presented daily to our eyes. Third, to excite 
feelings of devotion, these being aroused more effectively by things seen 
than by things heard. 

In a sermon published in '492 the Dominican Fra Michele da 
Carcano gives an orthodox Quattrocento expansion of this: 

... images of the Virgin and the Saints were introduced for three reasons. 
First, on account of the ignorance of simple people, so that those who 
are not able to read the scriptures can yet learn by seeing the sacraments 
of our salvation and faith in pictures. It is written; 'I have learned that, 
inflamed by unconsidered zeal, you have been destroying the images of 
the saints on the grounds that they should not be adored. And we praise 
you wholeheartedly for not allowing them to be adored, but we blame 
you for breaking them ... For it is one thing to adore a painting, 
but it is quite another to learn from a painted narrative what to adore. 
What a book is to those who can read, a picture is to the ignorant ·f 
people who look at it. Because in a picture even the unlearned may i 
see what example they should follow; in a picture they who know no 
letters may yet read.' St. Gregory the Great wrote these words to Serenus, 
Bishop of Marseilles. Second, images were introduced on account of our 
emotional sluggishness; so that men who are not aroused to devotion 
when they hear about the histories of the Saints may at least be moved 
when they see them, as if actually present, in pictures. For our feelings 
are aroused by things seen more than by things heard. Third, they were 
introduced on account of our unreliable memories .... Images were 
introduced because many people cannot retain in their memories what 
they hear, but they do remember if they see images. 

If you commute these three reasons for images into instructions 
for the beholder, it amounts to using pictures as respectively 
lucid, vivid and readily accessible stimuli to meditation on the 
Bible and the lives of Saints. If you convert them into a brief for 
the painter, they carry an expectation that the picture should 
tell its story in a clear way for the simple and in an eye-catching 
and memorable way for the forgetful, and with full use of all 
the emotional resources of the sense of sight, the most powerful 
as well as the most precise of the senses. 

Of course, the matter could not always be as simple and as 
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rational as this; there were abuses both in people's responses to 
pictures and in the way the pictures themselves were made. 
Idolatry was a standing preoccupation of theology: it was fully 
realized that simple people could easily confuse the image of 
divinity or sanctity with divinity or sanctity itself, and worship 
it. There were widely reported phenomena that tended to go 
with irrational responses to the images; a story in Sicco Polen
tone's Life of St. Anthony of Padua printed in 1476: 

Pope Boniface VIII ... had the old and ruinous Basilica of St. John 
Lateran at Rome rebuilt and redecorated with much care and expense, 
and he listed by name which saints were to be depicted in it. The 
painters of the Order of Minor Friars were preeminent in this art and 
there were two particularly good masters from this Order. When these 
two had painted up all the saints the Pope had ordered, on their own 
initiative they added in a blank space pictures of Sts. Francis and 

When the Pope heard about this he was angered by their 
disrespect of his orders. 'I can tolerate the St. Francis,' he said, 'as it is 
now done. But I insist on the St. Anthony being removed completely.' 
However all the people sent by the Pope to carry out this command 
were thrown down to the ground, fiercely knocked about and driven 
away by a terrible, resounding, gigantic spirit. When the Pope heard of 
this, he said: 'Let the St. Anthony alone, then, since we can see he wants 
to stay; in conflict with him, we can only lose more than we ' 

But idolatry never became as publicly scandalous and pressing a 
problem as it did in Germany; it was an abuse on which theo
logians regularly discoursed, but in a stereotyped and rather 
unhelpful way. Lay opinion usually felt able to dismiss it as an 
abuse of pictures that did not constitute a condemnation of the 
institution of images itself; as the humanist Chancellor of 
Florence Coluccio Salutati had described it: 

1 think [an ancient Roman's] leelings about their religious images were 
no different from what we in the full rectitude of our faith feel now about 
the painted or carved memorials of our Saints and Martyrs. For we 
perceive these not as Saints and as Gods but rather as images of God 
and the Saints. It may indeed be that the ignorant vulgar think more 
and otherwise of them than they should. But one enters into under
standing and knowledge of spiritual things through the medium of 
sensible things, and so if pagan people made images of Fortune with a 
cornucopia and a rudder~as distributing wealth and controlling human 
affairs~they did not deviate very much from the truth. So too, when 
our own artist~ represent Fortune as a queen turning with her hands a 
revolving wheel, so long as we apprehend that picture as 
made by a man's hand, not something itself divine but a similitude 
divine providence, direction and order~and representing indeed not 
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its essential character but rather the winding and turning of mundane 
affairs who can reasonably complain? 

The abuse was agreed to exist in some measure but did not 
stimulate churchmen to new thoughts or action on the problem. 

As for the pictures themselves, the Church realized there were 
sometimes faults against theology and good taste in their con
ception. S. Antonino, Archbishop of Florence, sums up the three 
main errors: 

Painters are to be blamed when they paint things contrary to our 
Faith--when they represent the Trinity as one person with three heads, 
a monster; or, in the Annunciation, an already formed infant, Jesus, being 
sent into the Virgin's womb, as if the body he took on were not of her 
substance; or when they paint the infant Jesus with a hornbook, even 
though he never learned from man. But they are not to be praised either 
when they paint apocryphal matter, like midwives at the Nativity, or 
the Virgin Mary in her Assumption handing down her girdle to St. 
Thomas on account of his doubt (plate :20), and so on. Also, to 
curiosities into the stories of Saints and in churches, things that do not, 
serve to arouse devotion but laughter and vain thoughts~monkeys, 
and dogs chasing hares and so on, or gratuitously elaborate costumes--
this I think unnecessary and vain. 

Subjects with heretical implications, apocryphal subjects, subjects 
obsc»red by a f!ivolous and indecorous treatment. Again, all 
three of these faults did exist. Christ was erroneously shown learn
ing to read in many paintings. The apocryphal story of St. 
Thomas and the Virgin's girdle was the largest sculptured 
decoration on S. Antonino's own cathedral church at Florence, 
the Porta della Mandorla, and appears in numerous paintings. 
Gentile da Fabriano's Adoration oftke Magi (plate 21), painted for 
the Florentine merchant and humanist Palla Strozzi in 1423, has 
the monkeys, dogs and elaborate costumes S. Antonino con
sidered unnecessary and vain. But, also again, the complaint is 
not new or particularly of its time; it is just a Q!.Iattrocento 
version of a stock theologian's complaint, voiced continually 
from St. Bernard to the Council of Trent. When S. Antonino 
looked at the painting of his time he might well have felt that, 
on the whole, the Church's three functions for painting were 
fulfilled: that most pictures were (I) clear, (2) attractive and 
memorable, (3) stirring registrations of the holy stories. If he 
had not, he was certainly the man to so. 

So the first question-What was religious function of 
religious paintings ?----can be reformulated, or at least replaced 

a new question: What sort of painting would the religious 
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public fo r picturcs have found lucid, vi\idly memorable, and 
emotionally moving? 

5. The painter was a professional visualizer of the holy stories. 
What we now easily Jorget is that each of his pious public was 
liable lO be an amateur in the same line, practised in spiritua l 
exercises that demanded a high level of visua liza tion of, at lcast. 
the central episodes of the lives of Christ and Mary. To adapt a 
theological distinction, tht' painter's \H:re exterior visualizations, 
the public's interior Visualizations. The public mind \\ d~ not a 
blank tablet on which the painters' representations of a story or 
person could impress themselves; it was an active institution of 
interior visualization with v. hich en' l) paintt' l" had LO grt a long. In 
thi s respec t thc fiftecnth-cct1luJ"\ experience of a painting was not 
the painting wesel? now so much as a marria~e between the painting' 
and the he holder's previous visualizing acti\'itv on the same matter. 
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So it is important lx'!ore all cl~c 10 know roughly wllat son of 
ani\itv this was. One handbook that is lIsdulJy explicit is the 
,:;'mdillo d, OT(l//fm, tIlt' (,(Irdl'n fir Pray,.. written for )'fJung girls 
in J..jj .j and Idler printcd ill Vt"lliLl . The book explains the need 
for inlt' rnal repn'scnt..ttirJlls and their placl' in the process of 
prayer: 

The heller to impre" the "IOl). 01' the I'as,ioll on \,/)Ul mind. and to 
mr-mc.risl' each at linn or il mon° l'a~ily, it is 1\t'lrful and 11l'CeSSan 10 fix 
the places and people in your mmd : a city. hH example, \, hieh will be 
the cilY ()r.Jc>ru~altm laking 1(lr thi~ purpmc ,I rit)' that is \\ell known 
to VOli . In Ihis cit} find the prillf'ipal pic-Ices in \,hi! h alllhc ('pisode~ of 
Iht Passion woulci hu\e laken place IiII' ins tall!"" , a palace with till' 
supper-room \,I1('rc Chri,I had the LJ.sI "uppc' r "\th the DIsciples. and 
the house of Anne, and that of Caiaphas, ,\i ' h til!' "Iact \\ hc're J esus was 
taken in the night, and th(' mom \\ here He wa~ brouf5h t bel ore Caiaphas 
and mocked and beal("n. \Iso th!' rl'~itlc-ntc "f Pilate wlll'rt· he spoke 
with the Jews. and in itthe room wherc.Jesus W ' I' I)(.und to the Column. 
Abo the si te of ~1ount Calvary, ",here he was put on the Cross; and other 
like places. 
And then 100 you must shape in vour mmd som,' people, peopl(~ w("l1
known to you. tl) reprrst'nt for you th(' people \lIVO" c·d in the Passion 
tlte peP.ion of J(,S\l~ Himself. of the \ ' irgin, ~ai"t P,'IIT, Saim John the 
Evangelist, Saim Mary ~Iagdalen, Anne, Caiaphas, IJllatc . .Juda~ and 
lhe ot lu:rs, everyone or whonl ) ou will fashion in your mmd . 
\"'hen you have done all titts, pUlling all ,our imagination illu, it, 
Ihen go into your chamber. .... Ione and solitary. excludint( C\Trv external 
thought from your mind, start thinl.ing of. the bt'ginnin~ or till: Passion, 
starling with how Jesus entered Jerusalem 011 tlte ass. MO\'ing slowlv 
from episodt' to cpisode, m,'ditate 011 eat:h onc, dwelling on each single 
stage and step of tht slOry. And if at any roil'll you feci a sensation or 
piety, stop : do not pas~ on as long as that s\\eCI and devout sen timen t 
lasts . .. 

This sort of experience, a visualizing meditation on the s torie~ 
particularized to the point of perhaps ~eltil1l{ them in onc's own 
city and casting them from one's own acquaintallce, is somcthinf{ 
most of us now lack. It gav/" the painter'S exterior visualizations 
a curious function. 

The painter could not compete with Iht particularity of the 
privatt: representation, When beholder<: might approach his 
painting with preconcci\'ed interior pictures of such detail, each 
person's di fTerem, L1w painter did not al> a rule try to give detailed 
characteriza tions of people and places: it would have been an 
in ter/erenre with the indi\ idual's priv3lt, \ iSlIalilation if he had . 
Painters specially popular in pious circ les, like Perugino (piau· 
22). painted peopl! \\ It" an' !(,cllt'ral. IlI1particlIlariz!'o, int!'r
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hangcablc types. They provided a bast' firmly concrete and 
very evocative in it!. patterns of people-on \\ hicIJ the piou5 
beholder could impose hi~ personal detail, more particular but 
less strurtured than what the painter offered . 

It was not only a painter like Perugino that worked within 
conditions of this kind, though IllS respome to them was much 
appreciated. A great dcal of the quality of the most central 
rxperiences of Quattrocento painting -let us say, of ~'1asa('cio's 
Tribute A/mu:..l' (platt' 65 ) or Bellini's Transfiguratioll (Cultlur Platt' T T' 

dcrives from the same situation, Bellint does not offer tlw detail 
I)r persons and p!acf'~ the public provided fi'lr itself'. Ht' com
Illl'menb till ' hrhold('r', interior \ isioll. Hi, )Jt'NHlS and places 
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are generalized and yet massively concrete, and they are mar
shalled in patterns of strong narrative suggestion. Neither of 
these qualities, the concrete and the patterned, are what the 
beholder provided for himself since you cannot provide these 
qualities in mental images, as a little introspection shows; neither 
could come fully into play before the physical sense of sight was 
actually resorted to. The painting is the relic of a cooperation 
between Bellini and his public. the fifteenth-century ex per
lience of the Transfiguration was an interaction between the paint
ing, the configuration on the wall, and the visualizing activity of 
the public mind--a public mind with different furniture and 
dispositions from ours. We enjoy the Transfiguration, the painter's 
part in all this, because we are stimulated by its imbalance, its 
hype!:trophy of the weightily concrete and eloquently patterned 
at the permissible expense of the particular, which Bellini 
could count on being contributed by the other side. We should 
only deceive ourselves if we thought we can have the experience 
of the Transfiguration Bellini designed, or that it expresses in any 
simple way a spirit or a state of mind. The best paintings often 
express their culture not just directly but complementarily, 
because it is by complementing it that they are best designed to 
serve public needs: the public does not need what it has already 
got. 

What the Zardino de Oration describes are private exercises in 
imaginative intensity and sharpness. The painter was addressing 
people who were publicly exercised in the same matter too, and 
in more formal and analytical ways. The best guide we now have 
to the public exercises is the sermon. Sermons were a very im
portant part of the painter's circumstances: preacher and picture 
were both part of the apparatus of a church, and each took notice 
of the other. The fifteenth century was the last fling of the 
medieval type of popular preacher: the fifth Lateran Council of 
1512-17 took measures to suppress them. It is one of the under
lying cultural differences between the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries in Italy. The popular preachers were no doubt tasteless 
and inflammatory sometimes, but they filled their teaching 
function irreplaceably; certainly they drilled their congregations 

. in a set of interpretative skills right at the centre of the fifteenth
century response to paintings. Fra Roberto Caracciolo da Lecce 

. (plate 23) is a convenient example: Cosimo de' Medici thought 
he dressed too sharply for a priest, and his sense of the dramatic 
was strong-<luring a sermon on the Crusade he stripped off his 
habit to reveal, Erasmus noted with distaste, the crusader's 
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23· Fra Roberto Caracciolo. Prediche vu(ghare (Florence, 1.49! 

livery and armour underneath-but his sermons as we have them 
are decorous' enough. In the course of the church year, as festival 
followed festival, a preacher like Fra Roberto moved over much 
of the painters' subject matter, explaining the meaning of events 
and rehearsing his hearers in the sensations ofpiety proper to each. 
The Nativity (Colour Plate IV) embodies mysteries of (I) humility, 
(2) poverty, (3) joy, each being subdivided and referred to the 
material details of the event. The Visitation (plate 38) embodies 
(I) benignity, (2) maternity, (3) laugability; benignity declares 
itself in (a) invention, Mary's act of seeking the distant Elizabeth 
out, (b) salutation, (c) conversation~ ~and so on. Such sermons 
were a very thorough emotional categorization of the stories, 
closely tied to the physical, and thus also visual, embodiment of the 
mysteries. The preacher and painter were repetiteur to each other. 

To look a little more closely at one sermon, Fra Roberto 
preaching on the Annunciation distinguishes three principal 
mysteries: (I) the Angelic Mission, the Angelic Salutation 
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and (3) the Angelic Colloquy, Each of these is discussed under 
fi ve main heads, For the Angelic M ission, f ra Roberto expounds 
(a) Congruity lhe Angel as tll e proper medium between God 
and mortal ; (b) Dignity- Gabriel being of the highest order of 
angels (' the painters ' licence to ~ive angels wings to signify their 
swift progres:, in all thin~s' is here! noted ) ; (c) Clarity-the Angel 
manifesting itst:lf LO the corporeal vision of :Ylary; (d ) Time
Friday 25 M arc" , pfrhaps at sunrise or pnhaps a t midday (tht>re 
are argu ments for either ), bu t certainly at the season when rhe 
earth is co\'ering itself with grasses and flower; after the winter ; 
(e) Place )lazare th , meaning 'Flower' , pointing to the sym bolic 
relation or flowers to :Ylary, For the Angelic Salutalion Fra 
Roberto is m uch briefer: the Salutation implies I,al honour, the 
Angel kneeling to Mary , lb l exemption fro m the pain~ of child
binh, (e) the giving of grate, (d) union \\i th God, and (e) the 
un ique bca Ii tude of i\IaJ'), both Virgin and Mother. 

.°: 1"': 

So liu what Fra Rnberto Il a~ saicJ is main ly preliminal) or 
mMgina l to the painter's visual drama of Mary , It iii tht: third 
nWl' lel)' , the Angelic Colloquy , tll at throws clear light on the 
l ir~een th-cenlurv teelin.!! lor whal, on the level of human emolion, 
Ilappened lu her in the crisis the painter had 10 repre~ent. Fra 
Roberto analyses the account (Jf St, Luke (J : :;!G 38) and lays 
oul a series of five succe~i \.e spiritual anti menta l conditions or 
~taLes attribu table to Mal) : 

TIll third mvs ter') of the Annullc ia tioll i~ call ed Angelic Colloquy: it 
l'omprises five Laudable Conditions of the Bles~ed Virgin: 

I, ClinlurlitJ.tio Disquirl 
2, Cogilatio Reflection 
3, II/lerro,galil, 1tlquiry 
4, Hu millatin Submissiun 
5, J/mtalw ~Jent 

he first laudable CClndition is cal It'd Cllnlurvali'l; as S1. Luke wril t:S , 
\\'h l"n u]e Vir~in heard the Angel's salutation 'Hail, Ih"u uri high(l' 
jal'oured, lilt Lnrd is wilh l/zu ,' "'(,\.I,d IlTI Illou among w/Jmen' Jhe was tToub/,d, 
Thi~ disq uiet, as :\icholas of Lyra wril('S, came nnt fro m incredulit y b ut 
from wonder, since she was uscd to seeing anll,'eLs and marvell ed no t at 
th( fat! "f the Angel's apparition so m uch as at the lofty a n d gran d 
salutation , in "hicli the Angel lnadt: plain for her such g reat ancl mar
\(' Il ous things, and at whic-h sil l' in her humility was astonished a nd 
.llnazed (p ia l" 24 (a) , 

H er second laudable condlliolJ is calJed CO,gilatio: she (0.11 ill her mind 
hal mallna (iflll/ulali,m Ihil i/wuld he, This shows the prudence of the most 

Hoh' \ 'irgin, So th en lilt angtl said 111110 IIrr, P,ar nol, .\I(/~.' ,' jar Iholl hasl 
jOllnd jarour wltll God, :Jlld, be/wId, Illou shalt (Ollceiu in III)' U'fJmb, (lIld bring 
1MIII II SOTl, and sllall (all his /ltJm, J E~'l ' r;; , , . (plale 24( b,l , ' 

The' Ihird la ud a ble condit ion is called IlIlarogatio , Then said MlIIy UIII 

Ih, IIlIgel, f/nu' ;lItJl/ tllu bt , uein,g I knQw nol a man? tha t is 10 sar, ' , , 'seeing 
f ha\t the firm rcsol v~, impin'd IJY God and confirmed by m y own will, 
never to kn ow a man?' Francis l\.1ayron sav~ of this: 'One w uld say the 
glo! iou ~ Vir~ill JI;.~irt:d to be a virgin mor~ than TO conceive th e So n of 
G0d wilhout vir~ini t y , si nce virgiuit) i ~ laud <tb lc , while to coTlcei\e a 
" ,II i~ on ly honoura ble , beinEi not a virtue but the reward lor virtue: a nd 
th( virtue i ~ murr' desirablr I hdn it~ rewa rd, , in C't~ \ irtuc:: subsu mes merit 
whereas rc\\ard does not. ' Fur lIlat reason th is modest , pun, ehastc, 
maid enly lo\'el' of \ ' ir~inity inquired how a vir~in could conc~i\'e ' , , 
platc 2,1 l' 
The fourth laudable condi tion is called Hamiliatio , What longul' could 

,\ t ' ] describe, indeed, whal mimi could rontt'mpla te t h~ movement an d 
' 1\1e Wilh \\h ir h slle set Oil tilt, ground her holy knees) Lowering her 
IlI'old she SpOkl': BehQld III, handmaid oj tilt Lo,.d, She did not sa} ' Lady'; 
~ll~ diullot sa~ 'Quet' II' , 011 profound hurnilit) ! ob "xtranrdinar) gefllle
IW5S! ' Ikhuld', she said, 'the ~ I av\ and ,en'ant of my Lord.' And thPlI , 
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lifling her eves lO hl"aVt'lI , and bringing up her hand~ with her arms in 
the form of a cross, she ended a.~ God, tIlt' Angel~, and the Holv Fathers 
tle~ir{'d : Bf il unlO me Qaordm.e. 10 111l' Icord i platt' 21- ld l 

The fifth laudable lundition is called .\Jeri/alio ' . . When she had said 
tlWSl' words, the An~e1 departed from her. And Lht bounleou, \ 'irl{in 
at once had Christ, God incarnatt", in her womb, according wilh thaI 
wonderful condition I spoke 01 ill my ninth sermon. So wr can Justly 
suppose that in the mom~nl when the Virgin \1ary conceived Christ 
her ~oul rose to SULh lofty alld ~ublim" contemplation of the action an 
swnlnes~ of divine things that. in thl' preSel1Cf: of Ihe beatific visioll, sIll 
passed hc:>ond tf1l' c:xperic:nl( of l \eT-y other created heillg. And th!' 
bodily 'ensations of the Child being prest'lll in her womb rose again 
with Indescribable s\\eetness. Probably, in her profound humilit) , she: 
raised her ey<,s to ht'a\'clI and then lowered them towards her womb 
\\ ilh many tears, saying something like ' ' Who am I , thaI haY(' conceived 
God incarnate etc. ' 

The imaginary monologue continues and brings Fra Rob('rto'~ 
sermon to its climax. 

The last of the five Laudable Conditions, .\lerilatio, followed 
after the departure of Gabriel and helongs with representations 

f the Vir",rin on her own, the type now caJled Aflnunziata (plate 
50); lht' other four- succcssi\'Cly Disquiet, Reflection, Inquiry 
and Submission- were divisions within the 'iublime narrativt' of 
Mary's response to the Annunciation that wry exact ly fit lhe 
pai n led representa lions. M osl fifteenth-ccn I ur)' An nuncia t ions 
arc idenlifiably Annunciations of Disquiet, or of Submission, or
these being less clearly distinguished from each other of Reflec
tion and/or Inquiry . The preachers coached the public in tbe 
pdinters' reperlory. Clnd the painlers responded within the 
current emotional categorizaLioll 0(' the event. And though v\e, 
IHlprompted by Fra Roberto, respond to a general st'nsc of 
excitcmt'n! or thou~htfl1lness or humility in a picture or the 
scene, the more explicit categories of the fifteenth Ccnlur} can 
sharpen our perception of differences. ll1e~ remind us, ror 
instance, that Fra Angt'lieo in his many Annunciations never 
really brt'aks away from the type or Humiliafio, while Botticelli 
(plate 25 ) has a dangeroll\ amnit) with CUfltUlbafi(); that a number 
of marvellous fourteenth-century ways of registering Cogifalio 
and inlerrogalio become blurred and dcr3y in the fifteenth cenrury, 
in spite or occasional re"iva l by a painter like Piero della Fran
c('sea; or that around 1500 painters were experimenting par
tieula rlY \\ i th mor!' complex and restrained types of Contl/rha!;o 
than that of the tradition used by BotLicelli; they shared Leon
ardo's dista~ tt' for the violent mode : 
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some days ago I sal\ the picture of an angel who, in making the 
Annunciation . seemed to be trying lU chasr t-.lary OUI of hcr room, with 
mOVl'mcnlS showing- the sort of attack one migl't make rill \ome hated 
enemy; and \1ary, as if desperate. seemed to h... tryinf(" to throw herself 
out of the window. Do not fall int(, f'rrors like rht'" 

Fiftcenth-ccntun pictorial rlc\'dopmf'1l1 happened within 
fiftt'enth-centun dasscs of emotional experience. 

6. Thr effective unit of the ~tories was the human figure . The 
figure's indi, idual character depended less on its physio~nomy
a private maller largel~ left for the beholder LO supply, as we 
have seen-than on the way it moved . But therr wt're exceptions 
to this . and particular!> the figure of Christ. 

The figure of Christ wa~ less open to the personal imagination 
than others because the fifteenth century was ~till lucky enough 
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to think it had an eye-witness account of his appearancf'. It wa~ 
in a forged report from a fictitious Lentulus. Governor 01 .J \Idea, 
to the Roman Senate: 

A man of average or moderate heigh t, and very distinguished . He has 
an impressive appearance, so that thosc' who look on him 10\(' and fear 
him. His hair is the colour of a ripe hazel-nul. It falls straight almost to 
the level of his ears ; from there down it curls thickly and i~ rather mon° 
luxuriant, and Lhi, hangs down to his shoulders. I n front his ha ir is 
paned inLO two, wi th the parting in the centre in the Nazarene manner. 
His forehead is wide, smooth and ,t'rem-, and hi ~ face is without wrinkles 
or any marks. It is g raced by a slightly reddish tinge, a faint colour . His 
nose and mouth are faultless. His beard is thick and like a young man's 
first beard, of the same colour as his hair; it is not particularly long and 
is parted in the middle. His aspect is simple and mature. His eyes are 
brilliant, mobile, clear, splendid . He is tenibll' when he reprehends, 
quiet and kindly when he admonishes. He i~ qu ick in his movements but 
always keeps his digDit~' . :--Jo one ever saw him laugh, but h(' has been 
seen 10 weep. He is hroad in the chest and upstanding; his hands and 
arms arc fine. In speech he is serious, sparing and modest. He is the most 
beautiful among th e children of men. 

Not man, paintings contradict this pattern. 
The Virgin was less consisten t, in spite of the putative portra its 

by St. Luke, and thf're wa~ an established tradition of discussion 
about her appearance. There was, lor example, the problem of 
her complexion: dark or fair. The Dominican Gabriel Barletta 
gives the traditional view in a sermon on the Virgin's IJeaut)
quite a common theme of sermons, though rather symhnlirally 

approached: 

You as k: Was the Virgin dark or fair? Albertus Magnus says thal she 
was 110t simply dark, nor simply red-haired, nor just fair-hairrd . For 
anyone of these colours by itself brings a certain impnfec li on to a 
person . This is why onl" says : 'God save me from a red-haired Lombard', 

r 'God save me from a black-haired German', or 'from a fair-haired 
Spaniard', or 'from a Bcl~ian of whate\·er colour'. ~1ary wa~ a blend 
of complexions, partaking of all of thl'm, because a face partaking of al l 
of I hem is a beautiful one. It is lor this reason medical authorities 
declare that a complexion compounded of red and fair is best when a 
third colour i~ added: black . And yet this, says Albertus, we must admit: 
shl' was a little all the dark side. There are three rea-om for thinkinp; 
this- firstlv by reason of compit-xion, since Jew.. tend to be dark and 
~h(' was aJewess; secondly bv f(' ason of witness, since St. Luke made the 
three pictures of her now at Rom", Loreto and Bologna. and these art 
brown-complexioned: thirdly, by leaSOI1 or affinitv. A son commollh 
takes aftcr hi, mothe-T. and \ ice versa; ChTlst was dark, thrrefort . 
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